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Circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) is tumor-derived fragmented DNA in the bloodstream that has come from
primary or metastatic cancer sites. Neoplasm-specific genetic and epigenetic abnormalities are increasingly
being identified through liquid biopsy: a novel, minimally invasive technique used to isolate and analyze
ctDNA in the peripheral circulation. Liquid biopsy and other emerging ctDNA technologies represent a
paradigm shift in cancer diagnostics because they allow for the detection of minimal residual disease in
patients with early-stage disease, improve risk stratification, capture tumor heterogeneity and genomic
evolution, and enhance ctDNA-guided adjuvant and palliative cancer therapy. Moreover, ctDNA can be used
to monitor the tumor response to neoadjuvant and postoperative therapy in patients with metastatic disease.
Using clearance of ctDNA as an endpoint for escalation/de-escalation of adjuvant chemotherapy for patients
considered to have high-risk disease has become an important area of research. The possibility of using
ctDNA as a surrogate for treatment response-including for overall survival, progression-free survival, and
disease-free survival-is an attractive concept; this surrogate will arguably reduce study duration and expedite the
development of new therapies. In this review, we summarize the current evidence on the applications of ctDNA for
the diagnosis and management of gastrointestinal tumors. Gastrointestinal cancers-including tumors of the
esophagus, stomach, colon, liver, and pancreas-account for one-quarter of global cancer diagnoses and contribute
to more than one-third of cancer-related deaths. Given the prevalence of gastrointestinal malignancies, ctDNA
technology represents a powerful tool to reduce the global burden of disease.

ORIGINS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CIRCULATING
TUMOR DNA

Initially described by Mandel and Metais1 in 1948, cir-
culating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) refers to fragmented
DNA found in the cell-free component of whole blood.
Both diseased and normal cells are thought to release
cfDNA into the circulation through active and passive
processes. Typically, cfDNA is fragmented and meas-
ures between160 and 200bp, corresponding to nucle-
osome-associated DNA.2–4 The length of cfDNA
strands suggests that DNA is released into the blood-
stream through cell death5,6; however, the exactmech-
anisms remain to be clarified.7 Although cfDNA has
also been identified in other body fluids such as urine,
cerebrospinal fluid, pleural fluid, and saliva,8–12 this
review focuses on the cfDNA found in blood.

In healthy individuals, cfDNA is thought to be mainly of
hematopoietic origin and is usually found at low levels
(approximately 1–10 ng/mL of plasma), with diurnal var-
iations.13,14 Clearance of cfDNA, which occurs primarily
in the liver, is rapid, and the half-life is short: 2.5 hours
or less.15–17 Observed levels of cfDNA vary; patients with

cancer can have levels 5 to 10 times those of healthy
individuals. There is evidence that a proportion of frag-
mented DNA is derived from the tumor itself; this is
termed circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA).18 The seminal
research by Stroun et al19 revealed that ctDNA frag-
ments harbor the same somatic genomic alterations as a
patient’s tumor. Since then, others have detected ctDNA
in a variety of solid malignancies, with ctDNA fractions
ranging from less than 0.1% to greater than 50%.20

Intriguingly, tumor-derived DNA fragments appear to be
smaller—approximately 143 to 145 bp (compatible with
the size of a mononucleosome without a linker)—than
the normal cfDNA fragment-size distribution, which
displays a peak around 166 bp (the size of DNA on
a mononucleosome with a linker).21,22 Therefore,
genomic changes, epigenetic markers, and frag-
ment size can be used to detect the presence of
ctDNA in the circulation and to infer the tissue of ori-
gin. Over the years, the clinical utility of ctDNA has
been an area of active research in oncology, and
improved detection methods have led to the broad
applicability of ctDNA as a biomarker across various
tumor types and at different stages of disease.20
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CIRCULATING TUMOR DNA DETECTION AND
QUANTIFICATION METHODS
Preanalytical Considerations

Preanalytic variables such as optimal specimen type, sam-
ple volume, timing of sample collection, processing, and
storage are critical for the optimal detection of ctDNA frag-
ments and subsequent molecular analysis.23,24 Current evi-
dence suggests that plasma is preferred over serum for
detection,25 and blood should be collected in tubes contain-
ing K2 ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA).24 Impor-
tantly, plasma separation should ideally be performed within
1 to 2 hours of collection to avoid lysis of white blood cells,
which can dilute ctDNA with normal leukocyte DNA.26 If
this is not possible, leukocyte stabilization cell-free DNA col-
lection tubes, such as the Streck Cell-Free DNA BCT, can
be used to store blood for several days after collection with-
out compromising cfDNA levels.24 Plasma is typically sepa-
rated using double centrifugation under slow deceleration
and stored at �80 �C until DNA extraction. Circulating
tumor DNA levels may be affected by systemic and local
treatments, such as chemotherapy, targeted therapy, immu-
notherapy, or radiotherapy, and by other concurrent inflam-
matory processes or trauma (e.g., infection or surgery).
Therefore, for detection of postoperative minimal residual
disease (MRD), blood sampling should ideally be performed
at least 2 weeks after surgery. For genotyping in patients
with metastatic disease, phlebotomy should be avoided dur-
ing active treatment—especially in patients with responding
or stable tumors—to minimize false-negative results.

Circulating Tumor DNA Analysis Method

Technological advancements in ctDNA detection methods
have developed from targeting a single variant, or a small
number of variants, to more comprehensive sequencing

panels covering hundreds of mutations, to genome-wide
analysis (Table 1). There are various assays for ctDNA
analysis: these can be broadly classified as polymerase
chain reaction (PCR)-based (allele-specific assays) or
next-generation sequencing (NGS)-based (targeted and
whole-genome approaches). When determining the most
suitable method of analysis, one needs to consider the
clinical application of ctDNA detection, as each has differ-
ent characteristics in terms of assay sensitivity, loci cover-
age, cost, and turnaround time.

Allele-Specific Assays

Targeted assays are best used to detect recurrent known
mutations in a single gene or a small number of genes.
Allele-specific PCR methods may be used to detect spe-
cific lesions in ctDNA,27 but perhaps the most widely
used platform at this time is droplet digital PCR, which
provides absolute quantitative analysis and has the ability
to detect variants with a mutated allele fraction as low as a
0.01%, making it the ideal tool for monitoring MRD, as
long as the mutations have already been identified in an
individual's tumor tissue.28,29 Furthermore, the cost per
assay is relatively low, and the simple workflow allows
results to be delivered in a time-effective manner. How-
ever, the utility of droplet digital PCR is generally restricted
to single genomic lesions, such as point mutations or
small indels. Although some droplet digital PCR platforms
may accommodate more than one assay per analysis,30

their clinical utility is best suited to detect "hot-spot" muta-
tions, previously identified mutations, or known resistance
hot-spot mutations.

Next-Generation Sequencing-Based Analysis

Although single-locus assays are highly sensitive, they do
not allow de novo detection of somatic mutations in unbi-
ased genomic regions. Massive parallel sequencing of
ctDNA can be performed using amplicon-based techni-
ques such as targeted amplicon deep sequencing meth-
ods31,32 or hybrid capture methods.33 Depending on the
genes of interest, amplicon-based sequencing can cover
up to 100 genes with high sensitivity.34 Many commercial
panels are currently available, with varying purposes
including disease-focused panels, hot-spot and action-
able mutation panels, and comprehensive panels.34,35

In contrast, hybrid capture sequencing is able to cover
larger genomic regions—from hundreds of genes to
whole exomes—with an added advantage of being able
to detect indels, translocations, and chromosomal
rearrangements.36,37

Given its broader genomic coverage, the hybrid capture
method is better suited for molecular profiling and has the
potential to track the mutation burden of multiple clones
simultaneously. It is also useful for detecting the emer-
gence of new mutations in the context of disease

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

� Circulating tumor DNA technology represents
an emerging tool in gastrointestinal cancer
diagnostics, with evolving advantages over
tissue-based tumor sampling.

� The ability of circulating tumor DNA to detect
microscopic residual disease following
curative-intent therapy for patients with ear-
ly-stage gastrointestinal cancers could
enhance individualized adjuvant therapy
and improve prognosis.

� Circulating tumor DNA can detect disease
recurrence several months prior to imaging,
providing an opportunity for early intervention
with a potential impact on survival.
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progression and clonal evolution. Targeted NGS is becom-
ing increasingly available; although it is more costly than
single-allele approaches, it is a more cost-effective way to
screen for multiple genomic lesions. However, its limitations
currently include a lack of standardization in methodology
and data interpretation, and a longer turnaround time
because of the time required for library preparation, quality
control, and sequencing time.34 Mutation burdens are
reported in a semiquantitative fashion with targeted ampli-
con sequencing, as each individual panel has a unique set
of sequencing artifacts for PCR amplification. As such, tar-
geted amplicon sequencing methods should be correlated
with orthogonal methods to determine their ability to reliably
quantify mutations. Methods such as molecular barcoding
and duplex sequencing can reduce sequencing artifacts
and allow for deeper and more accurate mutation identifi-
cation, which is critical for MRD applications.38,39

Broader genomic approaches, including whole-exome
sequencing and whole-genome sequencing, can be used
to analyze ctDNA. Both methods can comprehensively
capture genomic changes; however, their sensitivity is
much lower than that of gene-panel testing or single-locus
assays. Low-coverage whole-genome sequencing has
been used to detect cancer-specific copy number gains
and losses; this involves comparing sequencing reads over
all genomic regions with a control.40 However, because of

the shallow coverage, the sensitivity of detection is usually
about 10%, which can result in false-negative ctDNA
results for copy number variations or gene fusions, limiting
ctDNA’s clinical utility for detecting these variants.

CHALLENGES OF CIRCULATING TUMOR DNA ANALYSIS

Ultimately, the integration of liquid biopsies into clinical
practice is highly dependent on the accuracy of ctDNA
analysis. With increasing clinical use of assays to look for
genomic variants in ctDNA, there remain uncertainties
around its analytical validity, clinical validity, and clinical
utility in oncology.23 A key challenge has been the ability
of ctDNA assays to detect variants present in both tumors
and plasma. Biologic factors such as the type, stage, and
burden of the tumor, and whether the variant is clonal or
subclonal, can affect the concordance between tumor
and plasma, independent of technical factors. False-nega-
tive results (i.e., undetectable ctDNA or variants of interest
when they are actually present in the tumor) may be
related to low plasma volume, low ctDNA levels that pre-
vent detection of the variant, low-shedding tumor types,
and types of variants or anatomic sites known to be asso-
ciated with low ctDNA levels (e.g., peritoneum). It is
important to note that assay sensitivity can vary among dif-
ferent types of variants. A ctDNA assay that can detect
mutations (single nucleotide variants) with high sensitivity

TABLE 1. Circulating Tumor DNA Analysis Methods

Target Method Example Assay
Sensitivity
(%) Advantages Limitations

Single locus Digital PCR ddPCR, BEAMing 0.01 High sensitivity Detects only known
mutationsLow DNA input

Provides quantification and
monitoring of recurrent
mutations

Gene panel Targeted panel
sequencing

TAM-Seq, Safe-SeqS 0.01–1 High sensitivity Less
comprehensive
than other NGS
methods

Fast

Cost-effective compared with
other NGS methods

Hybrid capture
sequencing

CAPP-Seq 0.02 Able to detect copy number
variations and
rearrangements

Requires high
cfDNA input

Less
comprehensive

More complex
workflow

Comprehensive Whole-exome sequencing
Whole-genome
sequencing

1–10 Identifies novel mutations Less sensitive

Does not require prior
information about the tumor
mutation

Expensive

Longer
turnaround
time

Abbreviations: PCR, polymerase chain reaction; ddPCR, droplet digital polymerase chain reaction: BEAMing, beads, emulsion, amplifica-
tion, magnetics; TAM-Seq, tagged amplicon deep sequencing; Safe-SeqS, safe-sequencing system; NGS, next-generation sequencing;
CAPP-Seq, cancer personalized profiling by deep sequencing; cfDNA, circulating cell-free DNA.
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may have limited sensitivity to detect structural variants,
such as gene fusion, or copy number alterations, such as
amplification. Therefore, ctDNA-based gene fusion or
amplification analysis should not replace tumor tissue test-
ing unless tissue is not obtainable.

Molecular confirmation of the presence of high levels
of ctDNA in another somatic mutation, or the use of an
orthogonal approach such as DNA methylation and frag-
ment analysis, may help distinguish a true-negative result
from a false-negative (noninformative) result. Conversely,
false-positive ctDNA results may occur because of a
sequencing error or the presence of nontumor-derived
variants. Thus, germline analysis should be considered in
ambiguous cases to determine whether a mutation is
somatic or germline.41,42 As sequencing technology
becomes more sensitive, confounding factors such as
clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential, where the
incidence increases with age, smoking, and exposure to
previous anticancer treatment, may contribute to false-
positive results.43,44 Multiple techniques—such as size
selection for short cfDNA fragments, deep sequencing,
PCR analysis of white blood cells, or paired sequencing of
tumor tissue—have been used to decrease the likelihood
of false-positive results attributable to clonal hematopoie-
sis of indeterminate potential.21 Hence, detecting onco-
genic driver variants in plasma-only ctDNA assays
requires careful interpretation to guide clinical decision-
making, especially when interrogating genes that are
known to harbor clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate
potential variants (e.g., TP53, ATM).

ROLE OF CIRCULATING TUMOR DNA IN EARLY AND
ADVANCED GASTROINTESTINAL CANCERS
Esophagogastric Cancers

Data on the prognostic value of ctDNA in esophageal and
stomach cancers, and its utility in determining MRD, are
limited.45 In a retrospective cohort study of 17 patients
with stage IIA to IIIB esophageal squamous cell carci-
noma, ctDNA was assessed before and after surgery.46 Of
the eight patients with somatic mutations detected before
surgery, only two still had these mutations after surgery,
with a low mutant allele frequency; these results suggest
that ctDNA can potentially be used to monitor disease
load and MRD.

In a study of patients with locally advanced gastroesopha-
geal adenocarcinoma, Maron et al47 found that patients in
the preneoadjuvant period or with detectable ctDNA
before surgery had notably shorter disease-free survival
than those who had a negative ctDNA result. More impor-
tantly, those with positive ctDNA results after curative-
intent resection had significantly lower median disease-
free survival. Resolution or persistence of ctDNA helped
predict nonrecurrence and recurrence of disease,
respectively.

Another prospective cohort study included 45 patients
with previously untreated stage IA to stage IIIB esophageal
adenocarcinoma or esophageal squamous cell carcinoma
who were being treated with definitive intent with chemo-
radiotherapy and surgery or chemoradiotherapy alone.
Azad et al48 found that the detection of ctDNA after che-
moradiotherapy was associated with tumor progression,
formation of distant metastases, and shorter disease-spe-
cific survival (Table 2).48 In addition, the detection of
ctDNA after chemoradiotherapy preceded radiographic
evidence of tumor progression by an average of 2.8
months. In another 13-patient cohort study, ctDNA from
4 patients was obtained before and after surgery and
monitored during follow-up; the investigators found that
ctDNA preceded imaging for detecting recurrence by 6
months in patients with esophageal squamous cell car-
cinoma.49 The use of ctDNA as a prognostic and pre-
dictive marker in patients with gastric cancer is limited;
an ongoing prospective observational study (PLAGAST,
NCT-02674373) will hopefully provide more insight.
ctDNA could potentially be used to monitor the
response to adjuvant chemotherapy and metastatic
therapy in patients with HER2-positive gastric tumors,
as several studies have already described.50–52

In summary, ctDNA serves as an important prognostic
marker for identifying patients with localized gastroesoph-
ageal adenocarcinoma who are at higher risk for recur-
rence and poor survival. In patients with metastatic
disease, ctDNA may serve as a biomarker for assessing
the potential response to chemotherapy. The integration
of ctDNA with imaging may help assess local treatment
response in patients undergoing chemoradiotherapy and
help identify patients who could be candidates for
surveillance.

Pancreatic Cancer

The prognosis for pancreatic cancer is dismal. Recent
studies suggest that ctDNA may be a valuable tool, not
only to guide therapy, but also to monitor treatment
response.53 KRAS mutations are prevalent in pancreatic
neoplasms and can be detected via ctDNA. In a pro-
spective analysis of 106 patients with resectable, locally
advanced, or metastatic pancreatic cancers, the detec-
tion of cfDNA, ctDNA, and the quantitative assessment
of KRAS mutation levels were indicators for poor progno-
sis.54 Circulating cell-free DNA before and after treat-
ment (3 months, 56 patients; 6 months, 46 patients)
showed that overall survival was notably shorter in the
group with high cfDNA concentrations. Another pro-
spective study of 135 patients with resectable (23%),
locally advanced (27%), or metastatic (50%) pancreatic
adenocarcinoma showed that the presence of ctDNA
was strongly associated with poor overall survival on
multivariate analyses (HR, 1.96; 95% CI, 1.20–3.20;
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TABLE 2. Selected Observational Studies Supporting the Clinical Validity of Circulating Tumor DNA as a Prognostic Marker in Gastrointestinal
Cancers

Study Patient Population
No. of
Patients

Timing of Blood Sample
Collection Key Findings

Tie et al (2016)85 Resected stage II CC 230 4–10 weeks
postoperatively, then
every 3 months for 2
years

Adjuvant chemotherapy associated
with poor RFS if ctDNA1; median
interval between ctDNA detection
and radiologic recurrence 5.5
months

Tie et al (2019)86 Stage III CC 96 4–10 weeks postoperatively
(before adjuvant
chemotherapy) and # 6
weeks of the final cycle
of chemotherapy

Postchemotherapy ctDNA1:
3-year RFI 30%;
undetectable ctDNA: 3-year RFI
77%

Postsurgical ctDNA status
independently associated with
RFI

Reinert et al (2019)92 Stage I–III CRC 96 Preoperatively, 30 days
postoperatively, then
every 3 months for 3
years

30-day postoperative ctDNA1: 7×
more likely to relapse

Immediate postadjuvant
chemotherapy ctDNA1: 17×
more likely to relapse

All 7 patients ctDNA1 after
adjuvant chemotherapy had
disease relapse

Surveillance ctDNA1: > 40× more
likely to relapse

Tarazona et al (2020)87 Localized CC 150 At baseline, 6–8 weeks
after surgery, then every
4 months for up to 5
years

Postoperative and follow-up
ctDNA1 associated with worse
DFS

ctDNA1 postadjuvant
chemotherapy associated with
early relapse

ctDNA1 preceded radiologic
recurrence; median lead time,
11.5 months

Taieb et al (2019)94 Stage III CC 805 NA 6 months adjuvant chemotherapy
superior to 3 months for ctDNA�
and ctDNA1

6 months adjuvant chemotherapy
for ctDNA1 had similar
prognosis to 3 months adjuvant
chemotherapy for ctDNA�

Parikh et al (2021)141 Stage I–IV CC 103 After completion of
definitive therapy
(surgery or postadjuvant
chemotherapy)

ctDNA detection after completion of
definitive therapy associated with
inferior RFS (HR, 11.28;
p < .0001)

Pietrasz et al (2017)55 Localized and
advanced PDAC

135 Before adjuvant
chemotherapy (curative
resection) or before
palliative chemotherapy

ctDNA1 associated with shorter DFS
and strongly correlated with poor
OS (6.5 vs. 19.0months)

Hadano et al (2016)57 After pancreatectomy
for PDAC

105 At time of anesthesia
induction

ctDNA detected in 33 plasma
samples (31%)

ctDNA1: median OS 13.6 months;
undetectable ctDNA median OS,
27.6 months

ctDNA1 had notably worse OS

(Continued on following page)
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p 5 .007).55 Of the patients who underwent resection,
those with undetectable ctDNA after surgery had longer
disease-free survival (17.6 vs. 4.6 months; p 5 .03) and
longer overall survival (32.2 vs. 19.3 months; p 5 .027).
Similarly, the presence of ctDNA was strongly correlated
with poor overall survival (6.5 vs. 19.0 months; p < .001)
for patients with advanced pancreatic adenocarcinoma.

In a retrospective cohort study of 45 patients who under-
went pancreatectomy for pancreatic ductal adenocarci-
noma, the presence of a KRAS mutation postoperatively
(detected by ctDNA) was independently associated with
poor disease-free survival, and the shift from wild-type
KRAS in preoperative ctDNA to mutant KRAS in postoper-
ative ctDNA was an independent negative prognostic fac-
tor for overall survival. Early recurrence was common in
patients whose postoperative samples were positive for
ctDNA.56 In a single-institution study of 105 patients with
resectable pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, the median

overall survival was 13.6 months for patients with a posi-
tive ctDNA result and 27.6 months for patients who had a
negative ctDNA result.57 In another study, the therapeutic
response to first-line chemotherapy was correlated with
absent (no detection or disappearance) ctDNA within 6
months of treatment in 78 patients undergoing therapy for
localized or metastatic pancreatic ductal adenocarci-
noma.58 A meta-analysis of five studies involving 375
patients showed that detectable ctDNA in resectable pan-
creatic ductal adenocarcinoma was associated with infe-
rior disease-free survival and overall survival in both the
pre- and postoperative settings.59

In a cohort of 27 patients60 with locally advanced
(4 [15%]) and metastatic (23 [85%]) pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma, there was a statistically significant differ-
ence in progression-free and overall survival for patients
with increased versus stable/decreased ctDNA in the sam-
ple collected on day 15 (median progression-free survival

TABLE 2. Selected Observational Studies Supporting the Clinical Validity of Circulating Tumor DNA as a Prognostic Marker in
Gastrointestinal Cancers (Continued)

Study Patient Population
No. of
Patients

Timing of Blood Sample
Collection Key Findings

Azad et al (2020)48 Localized EAC and
ESCC

35 (EAC), 10 (ESCC) Before and after
chemoradiotherapy;
median interval 86 days

Postchemoradiotherapy ctDNA1
associated with tumor
progression, formation of distant
metastases, and shorter DFS

Postchemoradiotherapy ctDNA1
preceded radiographic evidence
of tumor progression by an
average of 2.8 months

Liao et al (2016)69 Resectable
hepatocellular
carcinoma

41 Preoperative ctDNA1 with mutations detected
more easily in vascular invasion
and predicted shorter RFS

No relationship between detectable
mutations and concentration of
cfDNA

Alunni-Fabbroni et al
(2019)80

Advanced
hepatocellular
carcinoma

13 After interventional
radiology therapy and
before sorafenib
treatment (T1)

Amount of cfDNA immediately after
interventional radiology therapy
correlated with distant metastases

8 weeks of sorafenib (T2) High posttherapy cfDNA titers had
shorter OS

First follow-up visit (T3)
Second follow-up visit

(T4)

Cabel et al (2018)97 Stage II-III anal SCC;
positive for HPV16
or HPV18

33 Before and after
chemoradiotherapy

ctDNA1 at baseline higher in node-
positive disease; no notable
prognostic impact

ctDNA1 after chemoradiotherapy
strongly associated with shorter
DFS

Abbreviations: CC, colon cancer; RFS, recurrence-free survival; ctDNA, circulating tumor DNA; RFI, recurrence-free interval; CRC, colorec-
tal cancer; DFS, disease-free survival; NA, not available; HR, hazard ratio; PDAC, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; OS, overall survival;
EAC, esophageal adenocarcinoma; ESCC, esophageal squamous cell carcinoma; cfDNA, circulating cell-free DNA; SCC, squamous cell
carcinoma.
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2.5 vs. 7.5 months; p 5 .03; median overall survival 6.5
vs. 11.5 months; p 5 .009). The results of this study dem-
onstrate that KRAS mutations in ctDNA are associated
with the tumor response to chemotherapy; these results
also support other evidence showing that KRAS mutations
in plasma may be used as a new marker for monitoring
treatment outcome and disease progression in patients
with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma. Other studies
have shown similar results, noting that ctDNA is a good
predictor of poor prognosis,61–65 even in patients with
metastatic disease.66 It can also be used as a biomarker
for surveillance in patients with pancreatic cancers.65,67

Taken together, these studies show us that the presence
of ctDNA in peripheral blood can serve as an independent
prognostic marker for overall survival in patients with
locally advanced and metastatic pancreatic cancer. The
utility of ctDNA for determining the duration of neoadju-
vant or adjuvant chemotherapy is still uncertain. Currently,
it does not seem to be useful to avoid chemotherapy for
patients with pancreatic cancer, who already have a dis-
mal prognosis with therapy in both locally advanced and
metastatic settings. Randomized controlled trials are
needed to inform the utility of ctDNA testing in these
settings.

Hepatocellular Carcinoma

Surgery is the mainstream curative-intent treatment
modality for patients with hepatocellular carcinoma. How-
ever, more than 60% of patients experience postoperative
tumor recurrence within 5 years.68 Detection of ctDNA
has been found to correlate with MRD, vascular invasion,
and worse prognosis in several studies.48,69–76 In a retro-
spective cohort study of 81 patients with resectable hepa-
tocellular carcinoma, the presence of TERT, CTNNB1, or
TP53 mutations in plasma after curative hepatectomy was
associated with shorter disease-free and overall survival.
Detectable ctDNA was the only independent predictor of
postoperative recurrence.77 The ctDNA detection rate is
higher in metastatic tumors and correlates well with tumor
burden and prognosis; it may therefore be used for
genetic profiling when biopsy is not feasible.78,79

In an exploratory analysis of 13 patients with unresectable
advanced hepatocellular carcinoma in the SORAMIC trial,
detected ctDNA was highly correlated with the presence
of metastases and inferior survival outcomes. Further-
more, the titers of ctDNA detected immediately after local
treatment were correlated with the presence of distant
metastases, with potential prognostic value.80 It is possible
that ctDNA could also overcome tumor heterogeneity and
be used to track therapeutic responses in real time for lon-
gitudinal monitoring.81

Colorectal Cancer

The recurrence rate of stage I to III colorectal cancer
(CRC) after resection ranges from 5% to 69%.82–84 The
clinical utility of ctDNA to assess MRD in patients with
CRC is currently under investigation.85–87 Although sur-
gery alone is curative for the majority of patients with
early-stage CRC,88 adjuvant chemotherapy is currently
recommended for all individuals with stage III CRC.89

However, a recent meta-analysis demonstrated only a
modest reduction in mortality among patients with stage
III CRC who received adjuvant chemotherapy, compared
with those who were treated with surgical resection
alone.90 Not surprisingly, grade 3 toxicities were more fre-
quent among patients treated with adjuvant chemother-
apy. Given the relatively low survival benefit and the risk of
substantial adverse effects, it is imperative to identify
which individuals require adjuvant chemotherapy versus
close monitoring alone. Testing for ctDNA is noninvasive,
highly sensitive, and extremely specific for detecting MRD
in patients with CRC; this test could therefore be used to
determine which patients require adjuvant chemotherapy
after undergoing CRC resection.15,91

In a prospective cohort of 230 patients with resected
stage II colon cancer, Tie et al85 assessed postopera-
tive status and disease recurrence using ctDNA; this
study included patients who received adjuvant chemo-
therapy and those who did not. ctDNA was detected
postoperatively in 14 of 178 patients (7.9%) not
treated with chemotherapy. On follow-up, radiologic
recurrence was detected for 11 of these 14 patients
(78.6%). However, in the 164 patients (92.1%) for
whom ctDNA was negative, disease recurrence was
documented for only 16 (9.8%). In the postoperative
period, 6 of 52 patients (11%) had a positive ctDNA
result; these patients all received at least 3 months of
adjuvant chemotherapy. The status of ctDNA changed
from positive to negative for five of those patients. On
multivariable analysis, postoperative ctDNA status
remained an independent predictor of relapse-free
survival and outperformed other clinicopathologic risk
factors. Tie et al85 found that, in patients treated with
adjuvant chemotherapy, the presence of ctDNA after
completion of chemotherapy was associated with infe-
rior relapse-free survival (HR, 11; 95% CI, 1.8–0.68;
p 5 .001). The authors concluded that ctDNA detec-
tion after resection of stage II colon cancer provides
direct evidence of MRD and identifies patients at very
high risk of recurrence, informing the choice and
duration of chemotherapy.

In a multicenter population cohort study of 96 eligible
patients,86 ctDNA was detectable for 20 patients (21%)
after resection and was associated with inferior relapse-
free survival (HR, 3.8; 95% CI, 2.4–21.0; p< .001). For
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15 of 88 patients (17%) who received a planned 24 weeks
of adjuvant chemotherapy (89% completed at least 12
weeks), the 3-year recurrence-free interval was 30%
when ctDNA was detectable after completion of chemo-
therapy versus 77% when ctDNA was undetectable (HR,
6.8; 95% CI, 11–157; p< .001). After adjusting for clini-
copathologic risk factors, ctDNA remained an indepen-
dent predictor of relapse-free interval. Another study
showed that postoperative detectable ctDNA became
undetectable for 9 of 18 patients (50%) with stage III
colon cancer after the completion of adjuvant chemother-
apy and was associated with improved relapse-free sur-
vival compared with those who had persistently detectable
ctDNA (HR, 5.1; p 5 .02). The presence or absence of
ctDNA after surgery is therefore a promising prognostic
marker for patients with stage III colon cancers, and post-
chemotherapy ctDNA may define a subset of patients at
high risk for recurrence despite adjuvant chemotherapy.
These findings will inform further therapeutic approaches
that may benefit this group of patients.

A prospective, multicenter cohort study of 125 patients
with stage I to III CRC quantified ctDNA before and after
surgery.92 Preoperatively, 108 of 122 patients (88.5%)
had a positive ctDNA result. Longitudinal analysis
detected an 87.5% relapse rate for patients (14 of 16)
with a positive ctDNA result after treatment completion. At
postoperative day 30, disease relapse was 7 times more
likely for patients who had a positive ctDNA result than
those with a negative result (HR, 7.2; 95% CI, 2.7–19;
p < .001). Patients who had a positive ctDNA result
immediately after completing adjuvant chemotherapy
were much more likely to have a disease relapse (HR,
17.5; 95% CI, 5.4–56.5; p < .001). Thirty percent of
patients (3 of 10) had a positive ctDNA result that con-
verted to negative. During surveillance, patients with a
positive ctDNA result had higher disease recurrence rates
(HR, 43.5; 95% CI, 9.8–193.5; p < .001). On multivariate
analyses, ctDNA status was an independent predictor of
relapse after adjusting for clinicopathologic risk factors.

A separate multicenter study of 265 patients with stage I
to III CRC showed that serial ctDNA testing detected MRD
up to a median of 8 months (range, 0.56–21.6 months)
ahead of radiologic relapse.93 Among participants in the
IDEA-France phase III trial, positive ctDNA results were an
independent prognostic marker (HR, 1.85; 95% CI,
1.31–2.61; p < .001), and patients with a positive ctDNA
result who were treated for 6 months had a similar prog-
nosis to those with a negative result who were treated for
3 months.94 Circulating tumor DNA is a sensitive bio-
marker and may more accurately reflect tumor burden
and treatment response than conventional tumor markers
for patients with metastatic CRC. A prospective cohort
study of 48 patients with CRC and liver metastasis under-
going chemotherapy showed noninferiority of ctDNA for

disease monitoring as well as for early prediction of
response, compared with carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)
and cancer antigen 19-9 (CA 19-9) levels.95

Other Gastrointestinal Cancers

Other gastrointestinal cancers for which ctDNA shows utility
for both monitoring and prognosis include biliary tract can-
cer, squamous cell carcinomas of the anal canal, and gas-
trointestinal stromal tumors. In a study of 24 patients with
intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (13 [54%]) and extrahe-
patic cholangiocarcinoma (11 [46%]), ctDNA levels corre-
lated well with tumor volume prior to initiation of first
palliative chemotherapy. In the entire cohort, there was a
trend toward poor progression-free survival, but this was not
statistically significant—likely because of the small number
of patients.96

Most squamous cell carcinomas are associated with HPV
infection. Thus, HPV ctDNA can be useful for determining
MRD and for monitoring the impact of definitive chemora-
diotherapy. Cabel and colleagues found that patients with
positive HPV ctDNA and stage II to III squamous cell carci-
noma of the anal canal (29 of 33 [87.9%]) had a higher
tumor stage, but baseline ctDNA status did not correlate
with survival. However, residual detectable HPV ctDNA
after chemoradiotherapy was strongly associated with
shorter disease-free survival for 3 of 18 patients (17%).97 In
a cohort of 57 patients with advanced squamous cell carci-
noma of the anal canal, 36 (63.2%) completed 5 months of
chemotherapy; 14 of these patients (38.9%) had residual
positive HPV ctDNA status. The presence of residual HPV
ctDNA was associated with shorter postchemotherapy pro-
gression-free survival.98

The key drivers of oncogenesis in gastrointestinal stromal
tumors are mutations in KIT and PDGFRA, which account
for up to 90% of these cancers. The remaining 10% to
15% are KIT/PDGFRA wild-type gastrointestinal stromal
tumors.99 There is currently no predictive biomarker for
treating patients with gastrointestinal stromal tumors. A prior
study found positive ctDNA for 15 of 38 patients. Patients
with active disease displayed higher titers of mutated ctDNA
than patients in complete remission.100 ctDNA can also be
used as a tumor-specific biomarker for patients with gastro-
intestinal stromal tumors, and the detection of resistance
mutations in plasma samples might allow earlier treatment
changes and help avoid repeated tumor biopsies.100,101 It
can also capture the molecular heterogeneity of the whole
tumor and guide treatment decisions during progression, for
patients with either localized or metastatic disease.102–104

For patients with tyrosine kinase inhibitor–refractory gastro-
intestinal stromal tumors, ctDNA can be useful for identify-
ing resistant mutations potentially associated with poor
prognosis105–108
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ADOPTION OF CIRCULATING TUMOR DNA IN CLINICAL
PRACTICE

Despite rapid advances in ctDNA analysis technol-
ogy109,110 and accumulating evidence for its applica-
tions,111 the incorporation of ctDNA into routine practice
has been slow. This is attributable to a number of factors,
perhaps most importantly the validation required to confi-
dently adopt a new assay.112 These factors can be sum-
marized as follows: (1) demonstration of the analytical
validity and clinical utility of the assay, (2) regulatory
approvals for assay incorporation into guidelines and for
reimbursement, and (3) effective implementation in the
clinical workflow (appropriate investment in and training of
laboratory staff and health care professionals).

At present, research in gastrointestinal cancers has not
yet answered factor 1 (demonstration of analytical validity
and clinical utility). There have been a number of collabo-
rative initiatives aiming to standardize the methods and
quality for ctDNA analysis,113,114 the optimal time for sam-
ple collection, the type of assays, and trial designs for
each clinical scenario.110,115 The ultimate aim of these
collaborations is to produce reliable, reproducible, and
practice-changing data. Such research should be con-
ducted within large-scale international trials and in collab-
oration with major stakeholders and regulators, to enable
rapid dissemination of research and translation of positive
findings into the standard of care.115

Determining the presence of EGFR mutations in the
ctDNA of patients with non–small cell lung cancer exem-
plifies the process of adopting a ctDNA biomarker into the
clinic workflow. Research has confirmed the accuracy
(> 90% specificity compared with tissue116) and clinical
utility (aids decision-making in first-line treatment117 and
at progression118; good turnaround speed119), and this
test is now routinely used in clinical practice. Importantly,
this example also points out the limitations of ctDNA anal-
ysis. The PCR-based assays used in the clinic for EGFR
detection have 70% sensitivity,23 although more sensitive
methods are available.120 There is an inherent detection
limit owing to differences in DNA shedding (mainly, but
not only, associated with tumor burden and metastatic
site121,122).Tumors that are poor (or non-) DNA shedders
will still require tissue testing, thus highlighting the reality
that ctDNA will not be able to completely replace other
biomarkers such as tissue biopsy and imaging.

Arguably, some of the key applications of ctDNA analysis
in patients with gastrointestinal cancers are in MRD detec-
tion (persistence of disease measured by the presence of
ctDNA after definitive treatment) and molecular relapse
(occult/clinically not detectable recurrence). The value of
MRD to predict disease recurrence with an accuracy
higher than that of clinical factors has been highlighted
in many studies of patients with gastric and

gastroesophageal (upper gastrointestinal) cancer47,123–125

and CRC.85,86,126–128 Emerging data in patients with stage
III CRC suggest that adjuvant chemotherapy can eliminate
ctDNA,86 indicating that MRD could be “treatable.” Ongo-
ing trials are addressing the unanswered questions in moni-
toring MRD for patients with gastrointestinal cancers. For
example, questions remain regarding whether adjuvant
chemotherapy can be de-escalated for patients with low-
risk disease (no MRD) or whether second-line treatment
(escalation) should be used for patients with high-risk dis-
ease (detectableMRD).

The molecular relapse setting has been less studied, but
the PEGASUS (NCT04259944; see also ACT-3) and GAL-
AXY studies (UMIN000039205, see also ALTAIR) are
looking into bringing forward first-line metastatic treatment
to eliminate occult disease. These studies are based on
the premise that treating cancer present only at the
molecular level will translate into increased cure rates and
improved overall survival. However, at present, this has
not been demonstrated.115 In this regard, results from
ongoing clinical studies129 (Table 3) are eagerly awaited to
better understand the dynamics of ctDNA and its clinical
utility as a biomarker to tailor treatment.

One of the challenges of using ctDNA analysis for patients
with MRD is the risk of false-negative (up to 15% in some
series) and false-positive results, which could result in under-
treatment and overdiagnosis, respectively.86 Enhanced NGS
techniques are highly sensitive and can identify mutant
alleles down to the 0.01% allele fraction,130,131 but this
increases blood and sequencing artifacts,130 as the major
source of DNA in blood comes from leukocytes and from
clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential.132,133

Mutations related to clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate
potential are increasingly recognized as a source of misdiag-
nosis,134,135 especially at low ctDNA concentration levels,136

because they can occur in common oncogenic drivers
(TP53, KRAS, PIK3CA).137,138 The bioinformatics pipeline,
white blood cell controls, and molecular barcoding139 can
aid error variant callings and mitigate false-positive results.138

False-negative results can be reduced by increasing sam-
pling frequency, volume, and time from surgery,115 but the
method that has attracted most attention to increase sensitiv-
ity and specificity is “informed” sequencing.127

Informed sequencing involves using the genomic analysis
of tumor tissue obtained at resection to generate a unique
“barcode” of somatic mutations that later can be tracked
in blood. Conversely, “uninformed” methods (using broad
NGS panels that cover hot-spot mutations) are less sensi-
tive but allow detection of the resistance mechanism.
Informed methods have practical limitations, such as high
cost and long turnaround (4–6 weeks for the first analy-
sis), which might affect their broad adoption and impair
timely decision-making. Other methods to increase
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TABLE 3. Randomized Trials Evaluating the Clinical Utility of Circulating Tumor DNA in Nonmetastatic Colorectal Cancer

Study Identifier
Study
Design

Study
Population

Sample
Size

Timing of ctDNA
Analysis

Primary
Endpoint

Secondary/Exploratory
Endpoints

PRODIGE 70 –

CIRCULATE
(NCT04120701)

Phase III Resected stage
II CRC

1,980 $ 2 weeks and <

8 weeks
postoperatively

ctDNA1: 3-year
DFS

2-year DFS, OS,
toxicity, TTR

COBRA study
(NCT0406810,
NRG-GI005)

Phase II/III Resected stage
IIA CRC

1,408 Postoperative Clearance of ctDNA
with/without
adjuvant
chemotherapy #

6 months from
baseline (phase
II)

OS, TTR,
compliance with
adjuvant
chemotherapy
and/or active
surveillance

ctDNA1: RFS
with/without
adjuvant
chemotherapy
(phase III)

Incidence of
ctDNA1
postresection

Cost-effectiveness
of ctDNA vs.
standard of care

Rates of
compliance with
assigned
intervention (all
# 3 years)

TRACC
(NCT04050345)

Phase II/III High-risk stage
II-III CRC,
and a subset
of patients
with rectal
cancer

1,621 Preoperative, first
postoperative visit, 3
months after
treatment with
adjuvant
chemotherapy, and
3 months after de-
escalation to single-
agent adjuvant
chemotherapy based
on ctDNA results at
3 months

3-year DFS Relationship
between ctDNA
detection before,
during, and after
treatment

OS, neurotoxicity,
quality of life,
health
economics

DYNAMIC (ACTRN-
12615000381583)

Phase II Stage II CRC 450 Weeks 4 and 7
postoperatively, then

RFS at 2 years for
ctDNA-guided

Proportion of
patients treated
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TABLE 3. Randomized Trials Evaluating the Clinical Utility of Circulating Tumor DNA in Nonmetastatic Colorectal Cancer (Continued)

Study Identifier
Study
Design

Study
Population

Sample
Size

Timing of ctDNA
Analysis

Primary
Endpoint

Secondary/Exploratory
Endpoints

monthly during
adjuvant
chemotherapy for
ctDNA1

and standard-of-
care management

with adjuvant
chemotherapy

TTR, OS, ctDNA
clearance rate

Cost-effectiveness
of ctDNA-guided
management

DYNAMIC-III
(ACTRN-
12617001566325)

Phase II/III Stage III CRC 1,000 Weeks 5 to 6
postoperatively, then
at the end of
adjuvant
chemotherapy

RFS for
ctDNA1cohort
and ctDNA�
cohort: disease
managed with
escalated/de-
escalated
treatment

Rate of treatment
de-escalation and
escalation

ctDNA clearance
rate

OS

MEDOCC-CrEATE
(NL6281/NTR6455)

Phase III Stage II CRC 1,320 Immediately after
surgery in the
intervention arm;
end of trial in the
control arm

Proportion of
patients receiving
adjuvant
chemotherapy
when ctDNA
detectable after
resection

2-year recurrence
rate

OS

DFS

Cost-effectiveness

CIRCULATE AIO-KRK-
0217
(NCT04089631)

Phase II Stage II CRC 4,812 Postoperatively; # 5
weeks after resection

ctDNA1: DFS in
patients treated/
not treated with
adjuvant
chemotherapy

VEGA
(UMIN000039205)

Phase III ctDNA–, high-
risk stage II;
low-risk stage
III CC

1,240 Postoperative week 4,
then at the end of
adjuvant
chemotherapy (3
months)

ctDNA�: RFS in
patients treated/
not treated with
adjuvant
chemotherapy

ctDNA clearance

OS

ALTAIR
(UMIN000039205)

Phase III Stage II-III CRC,
or stage IV
with
resectable
metastases

240 Postoperative and
monthly up to # 3
months

ctDNA1: DFS after
completion of 3
months adjuvant
CAPOX in
patients treated
with trifluridine/

ctDNA clearance

OS
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TABLE 3. Randomized Trials Evaluating the Clinical Utility of Circulating Tumor DNA in Nonmetastatic Colorectal Cancer (Continued)

Study Identifier
Study
Design

Study
Population

Sample
Size

Timing of ctDNA
Analysis

Primary
Endpoint

Secondary/Exploratory
Endpoints

tipiracil or
placebo

IMPROVE- IT2
(NCT04084249)

Randomized trial Stage III or high-
risk stage II
CRC

254 Every 4 months
postoper-
atively4,8,12,16,20,24

Fraction of patients
with relapse
receiving
intended curative
resection/local
treatment (time
frame: 5 years)

3- and 5-year OS

Time to clinical
recurrence (3
years)

Time to molecular
recurrence (2
years)

Quality of life;
EORTC QLQ-
C30, version 3.0
(3 years)

Cost-effectiveness

SU2C ACT3 trial
(NCT03803553)

Phase III Stage III CC 500 Postoperative/at
initiation of adjuvant
chemotherapy

5-year DFS ctDNA1: OS with/
without adjuvant
chemotherapy

ctDNA1: every
month for initial 6

Clearance rate of
ctDNA

DFS and ctDNA
clearance on
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TABLE 3. Randomized Trials Evaluating the Clinical Utility of Circulating Tumor DNA in Nonmetastatic Colorectal Cancer (Continued)

Study Identifier
Study
Design

Study
Population

Sample
Size

Timing of ctDNA
Analysis

Primary
Endpoint

Secondary/Exploratory
Endpoints

months, then 3
months for the first
3 years, then every
6 months

nivolumab
(exploratory MSI-
H/dMMR cohort)

ctDNA�: every 3
months for the first
3 years, then every
6 months

DFS and ctDNA
clearance on
encorafenib/
binimetinib/
cetuximab
(exploratory BRAF
V600E cohort)

ctDNA clearance as
surrogate marker
for disease
burden

Lead TTR and
sensitivity of
predicting
recurrence
between ctDNA
and tumor
markers

Abbreviations: ctDNA, circulating tumor DNA; CRC, colorectal cancer; DFS, disease-free survival; OS, overall survival; TTR, time to recurrence; RFS, recurrence-free survival; CC, colon can-
cer; CAPOX, capecitabine/oxaliplatin; EORTC QLQ-C30, European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer quality of life questionnaire (30 questions); MSI-H, high microsatellite
instability; dMMR, mismatch repair deficient.
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sensitivity include analyzing methylation markers,133,140

which has shown encouraging results for MRD detection
in patients with CRC.141 In fact, Epi proColon, a test that
detects septin 9 gene methylation, is the only ctDNA
method currently approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration for CRC screening in individuals who have
declined first-line screening tests.

At present, ctDNA testing is not approved as a companion
diagnostic test142 to identify somatic mutations amenable to
standard-of-care targeted therapies in patients with meta-
static gastrointestinal cancers. These include RAS mutations
and BRAF V600E in CRCs, HER2 overexpression in upper
gastrointestinal cancers, and NTRK fusions and microsatel-
lite instability as agnostic biomarkers.143 However, there is
evidence that ctDNA is a fast and reliable method, with high
tissue concordance,144–146 and it could be considered for
tumors not amenable to biopsy. Considering the growing
body of targeted therapies entering the clinic—such as
HER2 and KRASG12C inhibitors for patients with CRCs—
broad ctDNA NGS147 might be a preferable tool, especially
if serial monitoring is planned to capture mechanisms of
resistance. Notably, negative ctDNA results require tissue
confirmation; a broad NGS panel that includes ubiquitous
mutations (e.g., > 90% of CRCs carry alterations in the Wnt
pathway [APC, CTNNB1])148 could be used as an internal
quality control for the assay to identify tumors that are non-
DNA shedders (i.e., true-negative results).

Mounting evidence supports the potential of quantitative
ctDNA analysis to predict therapy response in patients with
CRC146,149 and upper gastrointestinal cancers,150–152 and
even to detect pseudoprogression in patients receiving treat-
ment with immune checkpoint inhibitors.153 ctDNA report-
edly has a 10-month lead time to imaging progression in
CRC154; however, in the real-world setting this seems to be
anecdotal, mainly owing to a lack of consensus on optimal
ctDNA sampling time.155 Moreover, the use of variant allele
frequency for specific mutations used for disease monitor-
ing will be limited by assay sensitivity (especially in poor
DNA shedding) or simply not feasible (for patients with
“true-negative” results per tissue sequencing). To overcome
this, other methods that are not dependent on somatic
mutations (analysis of DNA fragments) are being
explored.156 Overall, ctDNA monitoring is not yet ready for
clinical use, as the optimal methodology for ctDNA quantifi-
cation, cutoffs, and time points for sample collection have
not yet been defined. More importantly, the clinical benefit
of changing treatment according to ctDNA clearance, and
how this compares with standard monitoring (CEA, imag-
ing),must be proven in ongoing prospective clinical trials.

The potential application of ctDNA analysis for real-time
tracking of tumor evolution157 and clonal resistance147 is
exemplified by compelling data on the use of ctDNA to

detect resistance mechanisms in patients with gastrointesti-
nal cancers. Examples include resistance mutations to anti-
EGFR antibodies in CRC,158,159 and anti-HER2 antibodies in
CRC160 and upper gastrointestinal cancers.161,162 These
results also have clinical implications163; for example,
patients who demonstrate no resistance mutations in RAS/
EGFR alleles upon withdrawal of anti-EGFR therapy could
potentially regain sensitivity to anti-EGFR antibodies on
rechallenge.158 The tracking of resistance clones is ideally
undertaken using broad NGS panels, as genetic resistance
mechanisms are often diverse.147 Ongoing trials in patients
with CRC are investigating the role of ctDNA to molecularly
select patients for EGFR rechallenge164 and to guide drug
combinations for EGFR antibody rechallenge (PERSPECTIVE,
NCT04515394; PRECISE-01, NCT04495621; and CAVE,
NCT04561336). Moving forward, multiomics approaches to
characterize in full the molecular landscape of tumor resis-
tance (beyond genomic features) will be crucial for rational
multidrug approaches.165

There are now multiple exciting applications for ctDNA,
from early tumor detection to tracking cancer evolution.
However, to move this tool beyond highly specialized
research laboratories into broad clinical use, there must be
an increased focus on standardizing and validating the pre-
analytic (blood collection, storage, ctDNA extraction) and
analytic (type of assays, bioinformatic pipeline) methods for
ctDNA analysis. This would guarantee homogenous and
reproducible detection, quantification, analysis, and report-
ing of ctDNA across laboratories and clinical scenarios.
Finally, there needs to be clinical validation through carefully
designed and well-powered interventional studies where
ctDNA "effectively" demonstrates it can guide clinical man-
agement. Arguably, this is a complex step, as it will be
important to define for each clinical setting whether ctDNA
can be used as a predictive and/or prognostic biomarker.

CONCLUSION

CDNA is an emerging, innovative tool with the potential to
shift the treatment paradigm for patients with gastrointesti-
nal malignancies, especially in the molecular/genomic
analysis of difficult-to-biopsy lesions, the detection of MRD
after surgical resection, improving risk stratification, and
guiding systemic therapy for patients with early and
advanced gastrointestinal cancers (i.e., therapy choice
and limiting treatment-related toxicities). Currently, there
are few validated instruments to quantify the risk of recur-
rence after surgery, creating a substantial barrier to the
design and execution of adjuvant trials. Advances in
ctDNA technology, and ongoing studies to define its role
in the management of gastrointestinal cancers, constitute
an important strategy to improve patient care.
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